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AUGUST 9, 2019
The Review Officer (Newham)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
1st Floor, Windsor House
50 Victoria Street
London
SW1H 0TL

Submitted via consultation.lgbce.org.uk

Dear Sir or Madam,

Boundary Review for the London Borough of Newham
Proposal for future warding arrangements to include a Maryland ward
(1)

Thank you for this opportunity to respond to the consultation on future warding arrangements for the
London Borough of Newham.

(2)

I write as a resident of the Maryland area of the north of Newham. I also write for and on behalf of the
Maryland Community Group.

(3)

I write primarily to argue that any new warding arrangement for Newham should include one specific
ward covering the Maryland/Leytonstone Road area and neighbouring residential streets. This area is
currently divided between three Newham wards. I first set out a few suggestions for the specific area to
be included in a new Maryland ward, and then I set out reasons, evidence and examples, based on the
LGBCE’s April 2014 document Electoral reviews – Technical Guidance (hereafter ‘the Technical Guidance’),
why Maryland represents a readily-identifiable and cohesive community, worthy of its own specific
democratic representation, and that such a ward would satisfy the statutory criteria.
Core area representative of ‘Maryland’

(4)

I believe that any Warding Arrangement that included a Ward named ‘Maryland’ and included the
following core areas, would represent the Maryland community in a sensible way, a significant
improvement on the status quo, and would be positively received by the community:


From the existing Forest Gate North ward: The whole of Polling District WFNA;



From the existing Stratford & New Town ward: The area of Polling District WSNB east of the A112.



From existing Forest Gate South ward: The area of Polling District WFSA that includes Maryland
national rail station, Manbey Park Road, and the short stretches of Maryland Point and Water Lane
connecting each end of Manbey Park Road with the Maryland Roundabout;

(5)

A wider Maryland area would include significant parts of Polling District WFNB (the largely residential
lying between Maryland and Forest Gate), the area of Polling District WSNA east of the A112 on the
boundary with Waltham Forest, and the areas of Polling District WFSA in the vicinity of Manbey Park
Road .
Proposal based on existing electoral districts

(6)

If you are minded to base your recommendations solely on combinations of existing polling districts,
then a suitable combination of districts that includes the core Maryland area above, and that has 2018
and 2025 electoral population totals which do not vary by more than 10% from the average population
for a three-ward seat in a 66-seat Newham (2018: 9,393; 2025: 11,729) is as follows:

Polling district code

Existing Ward

WFNA

Forest Gate North

1,523

1,764

WFNB

Forest Gate North

2,734

3,037

WFSA

Forest Gate South

2,051

2,305

WSNA

Stratford and New Town

1,192

1,360

WSNB

Stratford and New Town

2,868

3,949

10,368

12,415

Maryland totals:
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2018 electorate

2025 electorate

(7)

This new ward would have at its heart Maryland national rail station, the Maryland Roundabout and
businesses of Maryland Point and Leytonstone Road.

(8)

Similar wards can be created easily centred up Forest Gate station (for example: a ward comprising
polling districts WFNC, WFSB, WFND and WFSE) and Manor Park station (comprising districts EMPA,
EMPB, EMPC, EMPD). This would result in three cohesive wards covering the North of Newham, each
centred on its own Elizabeth Line station and its own cluster of businesses, and each satisfying the
required electorate numbers.

(9)

These three wards, together with a new Olympic ward covering the area of the London Legacy
Development Corporation in the North West of Newham (reflecting this area’s distinctive new
community, higher levels of ongoing development and different planning laws), and the existing ward
covering the community of Little Ilford in the North East of Newham, would divide the whole of the
north of Newham in a sensible and pragmatic way, all compliant with the statutory criteria.
Variations to existing polling districts

(10) If you were minded to produce a warding arrangement that departs from the existing polling districts, I
would recommend you consider removing the most western sections of Wards WSNA and WSNB (i.e.
the area west of the A112 that lie within the planning jurisdiction of the London Legacy Development
Corporation) and include these areas in an Olympic Park ward instead. The population remaining
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proposed Maryland ward would likely still satisfy the electoral quotas.
(11)

I note that the area of WSDN lying north of the A118 Great Eastern Road and west of The Grove is a
discrete estate, bounded by busy roads to the south and west, and could nicely fit within the Maryland
ward if it needed additional population.
Status quo

(12) The Maryland area is currently divided between three wards – Forest Gate North, Forest Gate South, and
Stratford & New Town. This means that, instead of having three councillors that are focussed on the
shared issues faced by the Maryland community, responsibilities are divided between nine councillors,
each of whom has more responsibilities away from Maryland. This has been a cause of continuing
frustration for Maryland residents.
Why should the new warding arrangements include a Maryland Ward?
(13) Paragraph 4.36 of the Technical Guidance refers to the presence of barriers to movement with no
crossing points as sensible location for ward boundaries. I note that the current warding arrangement
treats Leytonstone Road as the dividing line between the Forest Gate North and Stratford & New Town
wards as if it were a significant barrier.
(14) In my opinion, Leytonstone Road should not be viewed as a barrier between communities. The roads are
single carriageways and pedestrians can cross them at will and with ease. There are shops on both sides
of the road. At the time of writing, there are at least four zebra crossings connecting both sides of the
road, and Newham council are undergoing a project to gentrify the area and make it even more
pedestrian friendly. (See: Sources A, B, C).

(Source A – https://www.newham.gov.uk/Pages/ServiceChild/Crossrail-work-at-Maryland-Station.aspx Newham council’s page on improvements to the area around Maryland Station)
(Source B – https://www.newham.gov.uk/Documents/Transport%20and%20streets/CrossrailMaryland.pdf
- Map showing the improvement area)
(Source C – https://vimeo.com/153746734 - Video of how the Maryland area will look after
improvements are completed.)
(15) Leytonstone Road should be contrasted with the A112 (Leyton Road) to the West. In Newham, the A112
is a much busier road, with fewer pedestrian crossings, fewer businesses, fewer pedestrians, and stark
differences between each side. The A112 is a more natural barrier and sensible location for a dividing
line between wards.
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(16) Paragraph 4.39 of Technical Guidance refers to an area’s history and tradition. Maryland’s earliest known
recorded appearance on the map is in 1696 – making Maryland over three hundred years old. The name
originated with a rich local merchant who bought land and built in the area having returned from (then
colony) of Maryland in North America. Maryland may indeed be unique in the whole of Britain as being
a place named after an American location, rather than vice versa. (See: Source D)

(Source D – https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maryland, London - Wikipedia entry: “Maryland, London”)
(17) Photographs from the 1900s, 1910s and 1920s show a distinct area of Maryland that is still recognisable
today. (See: Sources E, F and G)

(Source E – http://www.history-in-pictures.co.uk/store/index.php?_a=viewProd&productId=1227
Historical photograph of the Maryland area circa 1907)
(Source F – http://www.history-in-pictures.co.uk/store/index.php?_a=viewProd&productId=778 –
Historical photograph of the Maryland area circa 1913)
(Source G – http://www.history-in-pictures.co.uk/store/index.php?_a=viewProd&productId=846 –
Historical photograph of the Maryland area circa 1920s)
(18) Maryland’s history continues into the modern era as the birthplace of Iron Maiden. (See: Source H)

(Source H – https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron Maiden#Early years (1975%E2%80%931978) - Wikipedia
entry “Iron Maiden – Early years (1975-1978)”)
(19) Paragraph 4.40 of the Technical Guidance refers to roads being an area of focus of an area if they are the
location of shops or community facilities which people visit regularly and where they interact.
(20) The stretch of road starting from the Central Baptist Church and Health Centre on Maryland Point in the
south, continuing via the Maryland roundabout, and then north up Leytonstone Road to the boundary
with Waltham Forest, is the clear focus of this area. This one stretch of road contains the vast majority (I
would estimate 90%+) of supermarkets, takeaway shops, pharmacies, bookmakers, estate agents, bars
and hairdressers in the Maryland area. It also includes a church, an Islamic centre and a primary school.
(21) Figures 3.6 (“Policy SP9: Takeaway (A5) Hotspots”) and 3.8 (“Betting Shop Hotspots) from Newham’s
Local Plan (See: Source I) clearly show a hotspot of commercial activity centred on the Maryland
station/Leytonstone Road area. These diagrams show a wholly separate hub of commercial activity
centred on Forest Gate station/A114 Woodgrandge Rd, and a much quieter area of low activity in
between.

(Source I Page 5

https://www.newham.gov.uk/Documents/Environment%20and%20planning/NewhamLocalPlan2018.pdf Newham Council - Local Plan 2018)
(22) Based on these two figures alone, it should be clear that a dividing line in this region through the quieter
area in between Maryland and Forest Gate would be less disruptive than the current warding
arrangement that divides this active commercial hub between three wards.
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(23) Paragraph 4.41 of the Technical Guidance refers to evidence of a community through recorded
community interactions and collective engagements with the principal local authority for the area.
Maryland has an active resident community group – the Maryland Community Group. (See: Source J).

(Source J - https://www.facebook.com/groups/1653587501574980/ - Maryland Community Group)
(24) Through the Community group, Maryland residents across the Forest Gate North, Forest Gate South and
Stratford & New Town ward discuss and collaborate on ways to improve the local area and how to best
liaise with local government and its representatives. The activities of the group have been reported
regularly in the local press (See: Sources K, L, M)

(Source K - https://www.newhamrecorder.co.uk/news/residents-worried-about-potential-anti-semiticgraffiti-in-maryland-newham-1-5851449 - Newham Recorder “Antisemitic graffiti discovered at Tesco
cashpoint in Maryland”)
(Source L - https://www.newhamrecorder.co.uk/news/maryland-residents-anger-over-dirty-and-messytesco-store-1-4898861 - Newham Record “Maryland residents anger over 'dirty and messy' Tesco store”)
(Source M - https://www.newhamrecorder.co.uk/news/residents-appeal-to-next-mayor-for-marylandrezone-1-4493548 - Newham Recorder “Residents appeal to next Mayor for Maryland rezone”)
(25) The Community Group (that is, residents from the Maryland area living in parts of Forest Gate North,
Forest Gate South and Stratford & New Town) have for years lobbied TfL for the re-zoning of Maryland
station. (See: Sources M, N).

(Source N - https://www.ipetitions.com/petition/marylandzone2 - Re-zone Maryland E15, it’s in Stratford
too!)
(26) The Community Group has recently made public representations to Lyn Brown MP, the Mayor of London,
the Deputy Mayor for Transport, the Mayor of Newham, Newham local councillors, Newham Planning
Department, TfL, the GLA and the LLDC, regarding the nearby planned MSG Sphere development. The
official response from Madison Square Garden makes repeated reference to the Community Group (See:
Sources O and P).

(Source O - http://planningregister.londonlegacy.co.uk/swift/MediaTemp/8120-141997.pdf - Extract from
London Legacy Development Corporation planning register)
(Source P - http://planningregister.londonlegacy.co.uk/swift/MediaTemp/8120142684.11.18_Redacted.pdf - Extract from London Legacy Development Corporation planning register)
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(27) The Community Group regularly arranges litter-picks to improve the streets throughout the core of the
Maryland area. (See: Source Q).

(Source Q - https://www.keepbritaintidy.org/events/maryland-community-group-litter-pick5c62a8cdc8e49 - Maryland Community Group Litter Pick)
(28) The Community Group was recently awarded “High Commended” in the category of Community Group
of the Year award category in Rotary Stratford’s East London Community Heroes Awards. (See: Source R)

(Source R - https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EBRSh5uX4AIteDS?format=jpg&name=900x900 – East
London Community Heroes Awards)
(29) A typical example of a problem plaguing the area are stickers advertising the services of sex workers.
Stickers are regularly placed all over the area, in each of the three wards, and at we currently need to
complain to nine different councillors.
(30) Other social issues that are centred upon the Maryland area/Leytonstone Road are crime levels, parking
problems, planning issues, alcohol licensing issues, litter. Problems faces by businesses and residents on
one side of Leytonstone Road are highly likely to be shared by businesses and residents on the other
side.
(31) There is a cluster of high rise apartments surrounding Maryland station. The residential issues shared by
residents of Ibex House (1 Forest Lane, currently in Forest Gate North), are the same as those share by
residents of Gazelle House (8 Manbey Park Road, currently in Forest Gate South), Henniker Point
(Leytonstone Road, Stratford & New Town) and Granite Apartments (Windmill Lane, Stratford & New
Town). These are Maryland-focused issues. The residents of these buildings will use Maryland station as
their local TfL station, rather than Stratford.
(32) Residential development continues in the area: two new apartment blocks have been built in the last two
years: Fusion Court (91 Leytonstone Road) and Chelsea Court (46 Leytonstone Road) and are only a few
metres apart from each other. However, despite their similarities, as they are on opposite sides of the
road from each other, they are currently in different wards – one ward with a focus on the Olympic
Village to the west, and another ward with a focus on Forest Gate to the east.
(33) Paragraph 4.42 of the Technical Guidance refers to the fact that “Some councils have made progress in
mapping the physical extent of identifiable communities”. The development work currently underway in
connection with the Elizabeth line clearly shows the Newham Council considers the Maryland area to
have its own identity. This identity will be further enhanced once the improvements are completed (See:
Sources A, B, C)
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(34) Maryland has the official status of “local centre” in Newham’s Local Plan 2018. It is identified with the
code LC2. Forest Gate and Manor Park are treated as distinct areas with distinct Town or LC codes (See:
Source I).
(35) Extracts from the Newham Local Plan relating to Maryland include:
(36) “Investment opportunities brought by Crossrail and associated public realm and interchange

enhancements will improve the retail and service offer at Maryland local centre to better reflect its
role as a gateway to Metropolitan Stratford and Urban Newham;”
(37) “The coming of Crossrail in 2019 will open up more opportunities for development in Forest Gate,

Manor Park and Maryland. This development will in turn enable the strengthening of the associated
Town and Local Centres.”
(38) Each year at Christmas, Maryland is one of the approximately ten areas in Newham where Newham
Council erects a Christmas tree, and arranges a Christmas light “switch-on” event for the children of the
local community. Forest Gate has its own separate celebrations. (See: Sources S and T)

(Source S - https://www.newham.gov.uk/Pages/News/Newham-gets-set-for-Christmas-with-festiveevents-and-light-switch-ons.aspx - Newham Council “Newham gets set for Christmas with festive events
and light switch ons”)
(Source T - https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DPpIrgCXkAArxCs?format=jpg&name=large – Christmas
Lights Switch On)
(39) Given the continuous high density of housing throughout Inner London boroughs, and the relative lack
of geographic features, in my personal experience, the locations and names of ‘tube’ stations are used
by Londoners to identify areas to other Londoners and serve to give their own area an identity and
name.
(40) Once the Elizabeth Line fully opens in 2020, and high-frequency tube-style metro services to central
London and beyond commence, I have no doubt that the residents of the Maryland area will more and
more define themselves as living in Maryland, and that people from outside of the area will identify the
area and its residents with Maryland station. In my opinion, it would be a mistake for the warding
arrangement to ignore the existence of the station and to continue to split it up between three separate
wards.
(41) Other examples of external links supporting the existence of a distinct Maryland area are included below.
(Sources U onwards)
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Ward name
(42) I strongly urge that the name ‘Maryland’ is used for the ward (or as the case may be, the wards) covering
the Maryland area.

Summary
(43) I strongly urge the Commission to visit Maryland station, the Maryland roundabout/junction and
Leytonstone Road, and spend some time walking around the area. Alternatively, please re-watch the
video (Source C) showing how the area will look next year.
(44) I believe you will easily conclude that this area and its community warrants its own representation and
that it should no longer have its representation split between three separate wards. The community is
substantial enough to form the core of a new Maryland ward.

Yours faithfully

Dan Nazarian

Sent in a personal capacity, and also on behalf of the Maryland Community Group.
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List of sources
Source A – https://www.newham.gov.uk/Pages/ServiceChild/Crossrail-work-at-Maryland-Station.aspx - Newham
council’s page on improvements to the area around Maryland Station
Source B – https://www.newham.gov.uk/Documents/Transport%20and%20streets/CrossrailMaryland.pdf - Map
showing the improvement area
Source C – https://vimeo.com/153746734 - Video of the Maryland area after improvements are completed.
Source D – https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maryland, London - Wikipedia entry “Maryland, London”
Source E – http://www.history-in-pictures.co.uk/store/index.php? a=viewProd&productId=1227 - Photograph
circa 1907
Source F – http://www.history-in-pictures.co.uk/store/index.php? a=viewProd&productId=778 - Photograph circa
1913
Source G – http://www.history-in-pictures.co.uk/store/index.php?_a=viewProd&productId=846 - Photograph circa
1920s
Source H – https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron_Maiden#Early_years_(1975%E2%80%931978) - Wikipedia entry “Iron
Maiden – Early years (1975-1978)
Source I - https://www.newham.gov.uk/Documents/Environment%20and%20planning/NewhamLocalPlan2018.pdf
- Newham - Local Plan 2018
Source J - https://www.facebook.com/groups/1653587501574980/ - Maryland Community Group
Source K - https://www.newhamrecorder.co.uk/news/residents-worried-about-potential-anti-semitic-graffiti-inmaryland-newham-1-5851449 - Newham Recorder “Antisemitic graffiti discovered at Tesco cashpoint
in Maryland”
Source L - https://www.newhamrecorder.co.uk/news/maryland-residents-anger-over-dirty-and-messy-tesco-store1-4898861 - Newham Record “Maryland residents anger over 'dirty and messy' Tesco store”
Source M - https://www.newhamrecorder.co.uk/news/residents-appeal-to-next-mayor-for-maryland-rezone-14493548 - Newham Recorder “Residents appeal to next Mayor for Maryland rezone”
Source N - https://www.ipetitions.com/petition/marylandzone2 - Re-zone Maryland E15, it’s in Stratford too!
Source O - http://planningregister.londonlegacy.co.uk/swift/MediaTemp/8120-141997.pdf - Extract from London
Legacy Development Corporation planning register
Source P - http://planningregister.londonlegacy.co.uk/swift/MediaTemp/8120-142684.11.18 Redacted.pdf - Extract
from London Legacy Development Corporation planning register
Source Q - https://www.keepbritaintidy.org/events/maryland-community-group-litter-pick-5c62a8cdc8e49 Maryland Community Group Litter Pick
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Source R - https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EBRSh5uX4AIteDS?format=jpg&name=900x900 – East London
Community Heroes Awards
Source S - https://www.newham.gov.uk/Pages/News/Newham-gets-set-for-Christmas-with-festive-events-andlight-switch-ons.aspx - Newham Council “Newham gets set for Christmas with festive events and light
switch ons”
Source T - https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DPpIrgCXkAArxCs?format=jpg&name=large – Christmas Lights Switch
On
Source U - https://www.newhamrecorder.co.uk/news/crime-court/police-disperse-crowds-after-boy-stabbed-inmaryland-1-5850476 - Newham Recorder “Crowds dispersed over fears of more trouble after boy, 16,
stabbed in Maryland”
Source V - https://www.newhamrecorder.co.uk/news/two-charged-with-murder-of-abdul-mayanja-in-streetshooting-1-5780513 - Newham Record “Two more men charged with murder of Abdul Mayanja in
Maryland”
Source W - https://www.foxtons.co.uk/local-life/maryland/ - Foxtons.co.uk “Maryland Area Guide – Fantastically
positioned with frequent trains to the City and the promise of Crossrail”
Source X - https://hidden-london.com/gazetteer/maryland/ - Hidden London “Maryland, Newham”
Source Y - http://maryland.newham.sch.uk/ - Maryland Primary School
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